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2019 | CB.e Digiden

InKoMo 4.0 Innovation Accumulator
In order to promote innovative mobility economy, the Cities Council of Baden-Württemberg has launched the funding project „InKoMo 4.0“, which is intended to allow
municipalities and innovation carriers to initiate mobility projects supported by
the state. For this reason, the InKoMo innovation accumulator is currently being
implemented to make it easier for companies and municipalities to get in touch
with each other. In this way, companies can present their products and projects
that have already been implemented. Municipalities have the opportunity to
submit applications and present implemented projects. The innovation accumulator as well as the applications can be searched and filtered, the subpages for
companies, municipalities, products, projects and applications are adjourned and
linked to each other. My task was to design the user experience and to implement the user interface of a responsive website. I did this as a click prototype
with Sketch and Invision.

Click prototype for desktop
Click prototype for mobile

2018 | CB.e Digiden

Data Storytelling
The Electricity Network Development Plan and its website have
been maintained by various departments of CB.e Digiden for
several years. On the corresponding website there is a lot of information about the work of the energy network operators and their
plans, but there was no central place where visitors could get a
clear and concise explanation of the connections between the exit
from nuclear and fossil-fuel energy and electricity network expansion. Therefore, the NEP team developed a microsite that was to
convey these relationships in three chapters. My task in this project
was to translate the concept into a responsive microsite with many
interactive infographics.
https://www.energiewende-stromnetz.de

2019 | CB.e Digiden

BITV Optimization for
Organspende-Info.de
Since the beginning of the year, CB.e Digiden has been in charge of
several online projects of the Federal Centre for Health Education.
Since the websites of state institutions have to be BITV-compliant,
I have expanded my usability expertise towards barrier-free web
design in order to carry out BITV tests and make alternative design
proposals for the respective websites. I work closely together with
the respective web developers. For the website Organspende-Info.
de I completely supervised the realisation.
https://www.organspende-info.de

2017 | UX Designer at CB.e Digiden

EURO-Leasing Homepage and
Fleet Configurator
Concept and prototype were part of the tender for the relaunch
of the EURO-Leasing website. The design includes the redesign of
a new start page in full width flat design as well as a draft for an
online fleet configurator.
Click prototype for desktop

2017 | UX Designer at CB.e Digiden

Infographics for Content
Marketing Strategy
As part of a content marketing strategy aimed at increasing the
reach of a social media profile, I created a series of infographics on
the subject of culture and technology.

2016-2017 | Founder at begently

begently
At some point the time has come for everyone to think big and
tackle their dreams. For me this was the case when I decided to
transfer the product of my master thesis into a company. This was
the online dating service begently. It was aimed at a group of users
who had been ignored for a long time in online dating; women.
They are a minority on dating services because they feel insecure
and are afraid of being verbally attacked. Those problems should
be resolved by begently with a big data analysis and automated
assistance. This makes it possible to make the user experience
more enjoyable for everyone.

Business Model: Freemium
Basic
Account

Advanced
Account

Premium
Account

free

5€ / month

10€ / month

basic functions
(incl. contacting users)

Ad free +
1-2 features

Ad free +
All features

2016-2017 | Founder at begently

Ad-financed
Subscriptions

Sale of partially anonymised data sets

begently
In May 2015, together with my fellow student Thomas Otto, I started

is the first online dating service helping
you to become even better at online dating.

to create a business model canvas, a business plan and a pitch
deck to present and network our project at various start-up events.
Furthermore, we were both responsible for the acquisition of further
team members, the design and realization of the site and the online
and offline marketing. Most of the things we did during this time
were beyond our expertise and we had to work them out ourselves.

Forecast: Growth Hacking

Since our product didn‘t solve a problem that investors were famidecided to discontinue the project in September 2016.

Break Even

Revenue

400.000 €
27.000 Users
75.000 €

Volume

liar with, we never managed to convince a financier. We therefore

3.000.000 €
100.000 Users
186.000€

Marketing

Users
Alpha
2016

2017

Beta

Launch
2018

Time
2019

2020

0.2 Sitemap

0.2 Sitemap

2016 | Concept Designer at Moccu

Module

EM 0.0
Home

EM 0.0 Homepage

ZDF Event Modules

EM 1.0
EM-Live

EM 2.0
Videos

EM 3.0
MyView

EM 1.0
EM
1.0
EM
2.1
Matchseite
Matchseite
Video
Detailseite

EM 1.0
EM
1.0
EM
3.1
Matchseite
Matchseite
MyView
Detailseite

EM 4.0
DFB

EM 5.0
Spielplan

EM 1.0
EM 1.0
Matchseite
EM
5.1
Matchseite
Matchseite

EM 0.1
Navigation

EM 0.2
Headline und
Share-Buttons

EM 0.8
DFB-Videoband

EM 0.9
Footer

EM.E.2.0
Twitter

EM.E.3.0
G+

GO. 0.1.0
Datenschutz

GO 0.2.0.
Impressum

EM 0.4
Spielplan-Widget

EM 0.5
Kurznachrichten

EM 0.6
My-View-Videoband

EM 0.7
DFB-Videoband

EM 5.1.3
Livestream-Teaser

EM 5.1.4
Livestream-Player

EM 5.1.5
Aufstellung

EM 5.1.6
Statistik

EM 5.1.7
MyView

EM 5.1 Matchseite
EM 5.1.1
Spielstand

EM.E.1.0
Facebook

EM 0.3
Teaserbühne

GO0.3.0.
Kontakt

GO.0.4.0.
AGB

EM 5.1.2
Spielereignisse

EM 5.1.8
EM-Live

EM 3.0 MyView-Übersicht

My most complex project at Moccu was the detailed conception

EM X.X.1
MyView Player

EM X.X.2
Filter

EM X.X.2
Thumbnails

EM 3.1 MyView-Detail
EM 3.1
Bühne

of the streaming website, on which both the European Football

EM 3.2
Filter

EM 3.3
Thumbnails

Championship 2016 and the Olympic Games were broadcasted.
While the structure of the site was clear, the different states that
the individual modules can have weren‘t (before/during/after the

Legende
Mainpage

Navigation – 1.Ebene

Navigation –
1.Ebene

Verteilerseite/
Detailseite

E
Link auf Externen
Page

Persönliche Box
Persönliche Box
Detailseiten
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European Championship as well as before/during/after a match,
with a video, or several videos). My task was to define in a detailed

2.1 Livestream-Teaser Match-Seite - Mobile

Modul Description: Die Livestream-Teaser verweisen auf die in der Match-Seite eingebetteten Streams.

2.1 Livestream-Teaser Match-Seite - Mobile

concept which modules had which states when, how they were

1.2 A Alternative „Livestream“-Label
1.0-Livestream-Teaser mit 1 Video

2.0-Livestream-Teaser mit 2 Videos

User-Kontext

Der User kann zwischen verschiedenen Livestreams passend zum Spiel wählen.

TBD

kann sich die Matchseite die Livestreams automatisch über ID ziehen oder werden sie in Konfig-Datei oder Alternative
hierzu eingetragen oder manuell integriert? > TBD

Funktionsweise

structured and where the data for each object in the modules came

1.1
2.0

1.0

iPhone
6
1.2
375 x 667px 1.3

from (coded/edited/API). This module catalogue was developed

Nr.

Modul

Aktion Zustände

1.0

LIVESTREAMTEASER 1
VIDEO

klickbar

-

Wird genutzt, wenn nur ein Livestream verfügbar ist

-

1.1

Headline
<copy>

klickbar

-

Beschreibt das folgende Modul

-

1.2

Label <copy>

klickbar

> Sichtbar
> Nicht sichtbar

Label wird automatisch eigeblendet, wenn sich die MatchSeite im Live-Modus befindet, keine redaktionelle Pflege nötig;
Reco Konzept: Aufgrund der Informationsdichte ist von einem
langen Label über dem Bild abzuraten (siehe 4.0)
Alternative 1.2 A: Kürzeres Label
Alternative 1.3 B: Label in der Textbox

1.3

Vorschaubild
<img>

klickbar

-

Vorschaubild wird durch das System von ZDF bereit gestellt

-

1.4

Rubrik <copy>
<img>

klickbar

> Mit Icon
> Ohne Icon

Pflege durch System;
Formatierung: Spielminute, Länderkürzel 1, Länderkürzel 2;
Kann Icon enthalten
Max. Zeichenzahl: 15

-

1.5

Headline
<copy>

klickbar

> Mit Play-Button
> Ohne Play-Button

Spielminute ist nur während des Spiel sichtbar
Max. Zeichenzahl: 35

1.6

Subheadline
<copy>

klickbar

-

Pflege durch System;
Länge des Videos an;
Max. Zeichenzahl: 15

-

2.0

LIVESTREAMTEASER 2
VIDEOS

klickbar

-

Wird genutzt, wenn zwei Livestreams verfügbar sind

-

3.0

LIVESTREAMTEASER 2
VIDEOS

klickbar

> geöffnet
> geschlossen

Wird genutzt, wenn drei Livestreams verfügbar sind

-

4.0

LIVESTREAMTEASER 2
VIDEOS

klickbar

-

Wird genutzt, wenn vier Livestreams verfügbar sind

Opt.

iPhone 6
375 x 667px

iPhone 6
375 x 667px

1.4
1.5
1.6

and iterated in close consultation with the developers, designers
and sports editors of ZDF. In six weeks, a 700-page document was
produced that could be used by the developers as detailed instructions and contained all binding agreements with the customer.

Annotation

3.0-Livestream-Teaser mit 3 Videos

3.0

4.0-Livestream-Teaser mit 4 Videos

1.2 B Alternative „Livestream“-Label

4.0

iPhone 6
375 x 667px

160210_ZDF_Sportevents2016_Dokumentation_EO-34_EM_Ma
tchseite_LB.grafﬂe

iPhone 6
375 x 667px

iPhone 6
375 x 667px
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3rd semester master
Tutors: Prof. Constanze Langer and Prof. Reto Wettach

Master Thesis:
Online Dating Services
In my master thesis, I again focused on online dating service. The
theoretical part contains the history of matchmaking, a customer
journey and the social dynamics triggered by online dating. In the
practical part I list a set of guidelines, collect ideas for new dating
services and introduce »Gently«, a concept for my very own dating
service, catering especially to the needs of women for trust and
respect.

www.gently.de/suche

www.gently.de/userprofile

3rd semester master
Conducted by: Lio Benz and Luise Bergmann
Responsible tutor: Prof. Reto Wettach

Project Weeks
I was able to use the insights I gained in the probes and the workshop to conduct two project weeks about online dating together
with Lio Benz. The seven attending students got the task to explore
and present a dating service of their choice. Based on the explorations, we conducted a workshop resulting in idea napkins. Within
the following week, the students had time to write out and visualize
their own concepts.

Marc Heiland

Meetm

Max Tillich

Datequest

2nd semester master
tutor: Prof. Reto Wettach

Cultural Probes
In the context of the thesis developement course, I had the opportunity to give cultural probes to ten participants. I used them to
introduce soon-to-be workshop participants to online dating, who
never used such services before. The tasks in the probes take up
on routines that online daters have to face in process of using the
platforms.

2nd semester master
tutor: Prof. Reto Wettach

Workshop
My first workshop also took place in the context of the thesis
developement course. Seven students and Prof. Wettach took part
in it. The outcome were four idea napkins with concepts for new
dating services. An interesting insight was the acceptance for
specific approaches. The participants would condone cutbacks in
privacy, if security and efficiency could be enhanced in a significant
manner.

